“Dreamy, atmospheric, and exquisitely tender.”
—Katie Cotugno, New York Times bestselling author of 99 Days

“A poignant exploration of the transformative nature of grief...beautifully blends humor, heart, and pathos. A perfect gem of a book.”—Emma Mills, author of Foolish Hearts and Something Close to Magic

 “[A] tender exploration of grief, deftly balanced with moments of humor and a well-matched romance.”
—Miel Moreland, author of It Goes Like This and Something Like Possible

“A poignant story that’ll have you clinging to the memory of a loved one and healing from loss. Turk masterfully weaves memories of a rich friendship and a winding journey of grief with gorgeously spooky undertones.”—Ream Shukairy, author of The Next New Syrian Girl

“A compelling story about ghosts, belief, and the ways in which we grieve. Mariko Turk’s writing is warm and full of heart, with just the right amount of humour. Gorgeous.”—Tobias Madden, author of Anything But Fine and Take a Bow, Noah Mitchell
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“A well-choreographed story of hope, resilience, and personal growth.” —Booklist

“The writing is engaging, sentimental moments will please romance lovers, and the hopeful, yet realistic, ending is satisfying. A love story with a refreshing focus on confronting systemic racism.” —Kirkus

“A strong portrayal of musical theater, ballet, the arts, and culture all merged into a coming-of-age story that will resonate.” —SLJ